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From Caribbean cottages, custom beachfront 
estates to a mega-yacht marina, Christophe Harbour 
is one of the new crop of high-end developments 
redefining luxury tropical living.
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www.christopheharbour.com
email: info@christopheharbour.com 

tel: +869.466.4557

nveloped by lush private gardens overlook-
ing its neighbouring sister island of Nevis 
8 Mariner’s Call is one of a number of 
Christophe Harbour’s premier residential, 

modern Caribbean villa developments on St Kitts.
With an exterior featuring rare, reclaimed Nevis 
stone, 8 Mariner’s Call achieves a natural balance 
within the landscape it calls home. Spread across 
7,042 square feet of elegant living space and 
covered porches, the floor plan of this stunning 
4 bedroomed home extends into the outdoors with 
an open-air pool-side pavilion and outdoor kitchen. 

The whole property, completed to a incredibly 
high standard, includes a multitude of beautiful 
attention to detail features such as custom Italian 
plaster walls, coral stone flooring, luxury tiles and 
fittings throughout, custom pool with salt chlorina-
tor system, outdoor kitchen on the pool veranda, 
indoor/outdoor master shower feature, mahogany 
doors and windows and a home theatre system.

Gracious upstairs verandas paired with 22-foot 
wide lift and slide doors allow outside and inside to 
merge effortlessly. The plantation stone backdrop 
wall, with copper water features adding a spa-like 
fee, allows the owner that private pool experience. 
For less private moments, the pool veranda’s full 
outdoor kitchen and bar are perfect for entertain-
ing a crowd of 2 or 72. Offering numerous bedroom 
suites and a guest house, this stunning property can 
easily accommodates large groups, while its many 
intimate nooks maintain a personal feel.
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With custom italian plaster Walls, coral stone 
floors throughout and an exterior featuring rare, 
reclaimed nevis stone, 8 mariner’s call achieves a 
natural balance Within the landscape it calls home.


